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Abstract—Component failures and planned component replacements cause changes in the topology and routing paths supplied by

the interconnection network of a parallel processor system over time. Such changes may require the network to be reconfigured such

that the existing routing function is replaced by one that enables packets to reach their intended destinations amid the changes.

Efficient reconfiguration methods are desired which allow the network to function uninterruptedly over the course of the reconfiguration

process while remaining free from deadlocking behavior. In this paper, we propose, evaluate, and prove the deadlock freedom of a

new network reconfiguration protocol that overlaps various phases of “static” reconfiguration processes traditionally used in

commercial and research systems to provide performance efficiency on par with that of recently proposed “dynamic” reconfiguration

processes but without their complexity. Simulation results show that the proposed Overlapping Static Reconfiguration protocol can

reduce reconfiguration time by up to 50 percent, reduce packet latency by several orders of magnitude, reduce packet dropping by an

order of magnitude, and provide unhalted packet injection as compared to traditional static reconfiguration while allowing network

throughput similar to dynamic reconfiguration.

Index Terms—Interconnection network, network reconfiguration protocol, deadlock freedom, routing algorithm, reliability and fault

tolerance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

AS the number of components in a system increases,
maintaining the desired system dependability and

availability requirements becomes increasingly challenging.
Interconnection networks serve as the communication
infrastructure of parallel processing systems, enabling the
various processing, memory, storage, and I/O components
of the system to communicate. They are found in high-end
servers [1], [2], [3], [4] in the form of system area networks
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] as well as in multicore
processors [12], [13], [14], [15] as networks-on-chip (NoCs)
[16], [17], [18] at the other end of the spectrum. The network
plays a critical role in determining system performance and
dependability as the interaction and cooperation of other
system components ultimately depend on its ability to
establish communication paths between those components.

Many techniques have been developed over the years to
improve interconnection networks [19], [20], [21], [22], [23],
[24]. A central problem that must be addressed in the
design of a network is how deadlock can be handled.
Deadlock in an interconnection network is the anomalous

situation in which packets transported within the network
hold onto a set of fully occupied resources in a cyclically
knotted manner while waiting endlessly for some resource
within that set to become available [25]. Unless somehow
avoided or resolved quickly after beginning to form,
deadlock can cause the entire system to fail as none of the
packets in the set can move first, thus eventually stalling
forward progress of other (possibly all) packets in the
network. Network deadlock is generally avoided through
careful design of the routing algorithm, i.e., the routing
function. In some cases, however, the premises upon which
the design is based may break. This can happen in
unexpected and unplanned ways when network switches
or links suddenly fail; alternatively, this can occur in a
controlled and planned way by the user/system operator to
replace or service switches and links. A change in network
configuration often requires a replacement of the deadlock-
free routing function with another one that takes the
changes into account. The routing function that prevails
during the reconfiguration process in transitioning from the
old to the new should maintain the deadlock-free properties
of the individual routing functions, i.e., it should also be
deadlock-free. This is trivially done when the change
consists only of adding new network resources. When
removing network resources (i.e., due to failure) or
changing the routing paths over existing resources, the
process is less trivially defined.

Deadlock-free network reconfiguration schemes devel-
oped thus far to confront this problem are based on two
approaches. In static reconfiguration (SR) [1], [26], [27], no
packets routed according to the new routing function are
allowed to be injected into the network while there still are
packets in the network routed according to the old routing
function. In dynamic reconfiguration [28], [29], [30], [31], [32],
[33], [34], [35], both can coexist in the network, with packets
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being routed according to the new routing function,
possibly arriving at destinations before packets routed
according to the old routing function. Because of its
serialization in executing reconfiguration phases, SR leads
to high packet latencies, high packet dropping rates in case
of link/switch failures, and low throughput, which may be
unacceptable for many applications targeted for computa-
tional data centers, highly available Web servers, video
servers, and process control servers. Dynamic reconfigura-
tion can lead to fewer packets that miss their quality-of-
service (QoS) deadline, a dramatically reduced number of
dropped packets, and no network downtime. Some pro-
posed techniques, however, are applicable only to a limited
set of routing functions [29], rely on dropping packets to
avoid deadlocks [30], appear to be more complex than the
straightforward static approach [33], or have requirements
on the minimal set of hardware resources implemented
[31]. The Double Scheme (DS) [31], for example, is simple
and general, i.e., applicable to any network topology and
routing function, and it does not rely on dropping packets
to avoid reconfiguration-induced deadlocks, but it requires
the network to implement two sets of data virtual channels.

In this paper, we present a very simple method for
reconfiguring a network efficiently in a deadlock-free
manner in the event of faults or other circumstances
requiring routing paths to change over existing resources.
The proposed new network reconfiguration protocol is
generally applicable to any network topology and routing
function and it does not require multiple sets of data virtual
channels or packet dropping to maintain deadlock free-
dom.1 In addition, it guarantees in-order delivery of packets
during reconfiguration when the old and new routing
functions are deterministic and, for that reason, can offload
much of the fault-handling burden from higher level
network protocols. Simulation results reveal that the
proposed network reconfiguration protocol can reduce the
reconfiguration time by up to 50 percent, reduce the packet
latency by several orders of magnitude, reduce packet
dropping by up to nearly an order of magnitude, and
provide unhalted packet injection as compared to tradi-
tional SR while allowing network throughput similar to the
DS dynamic reconfiguration.

2 IDEA DESCRIPTION

Network reconfiguration is invoked after the need for it is
detected and notified across the network, as described in
[1], [29], [31]. Static network reconfiguration is traditionally
based on the notion of global barrier synchronization [1],
[26], [27]. It consists of three phases separated essentially by
two global synchronization operations, as described below:

Phase 1: Halt packet injection globally at all network source end
nodes to allow the network to drain itself of all previously
injected packets. Simultaneous to this, the new routing
function can be calculated and distributed globally
across the network but cannot yet be activated. Note
that the start of network drainage could have occurred
asynchronously at any time prior to this, but full network
drainage completes globally by the end of this phase.

Barrier synchronization 1: Packets must be completely drained
from the network globally across the entire network. As some
links and end nodes could be drained far in advance of
others, this barrier imposes an unnecessary constraint
that can cause significant inefficiencies in the reconfi-
guration process.

Phase 2: Activate the new routing function globally across all
input ports of all switches. Note that uploading of the new
routing function could have occurred asynchronously at
any time prior to this (either in Phase 1 or at the
beginning of Phase 2), but its activation occurs anytime
after the start of this phase and completes globally by the
end of this phase.

Barrier synchronization 2: The new routing function must be
activated globally across the entire network. Again, as some
switches and end nodes could be activated far in
advance of others, this barrier imposes an unnecessary
constraint that can cause significant inefficiencies in the
reconfiguration process.

Phase 3: Packet injection at the network end nodes is allowed to
resume. Note that the resumption of packet injection may
occur asynchronously across the network at any time
after the start of this phase and it completes globally
across the network by the end of this phase.

Synchronizing globally across the network prevents
overlap between any part of the different reconfiguration
phases by any of the switches and end nodes throughout
the network. Although this can be inefficient (and, thus, is
the target of our optimizations), it at least ensures two
important invariants:

Invariant 1: Packets use either only the new routing function
(these are referred to as new packets) or only the old routing
function (these are referred to as old packets). This property
ensures in-order delivery of packets when the routing
functions are deterministic as no new packet can over-
take any old packet.

Invariant 2: There are no cyclic-wait dependencies between
packets due to reconfiguration. This property ensures that
the network cannot deadlock on account of the reconfi-
guration process itself.

While these invariants are very useful properties for any
reconfiguration process, we propose a much more efficient
way in which we provide them without the need for global
synchronization. The basic idea is to synchronize between
processes locally, only when needed, by using reconfigura-
tion tokens in order to allow operations within different
phases to be overlapped in time across the network. An
informal description of how this can be done is given in the
following and serves as the basis for our proposed Over-
lapping Static Reconfiguration (OSR) protocol.

We can begin to understand how the phases of traditional
static network reconfiguration can be overlapped by first
analyzing the transition between Phases 1 and 2, both locally
and globally, across the network. In order to maintain
Invariant 1 while overlapping the two phases, input ports
of network switches must not activate the new routing
function if old packets can still be received at those ports. If
this is upheld, Invariant 2 will be trivially fulfilled as long as
synchronization between Phases 2 and 3 remains intact (we
deal with this in what follows). Thus, Phases 1 and 2 can be
overlapped by allowing each input channel in each switch to
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1. Any dropped packets arising from this protocol are due to truncation
or arriving at a disconnected link or switch arising from a fault.
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activate the new routing function locally only after it has
forwarded its last old packet, even if this and all other packets
have not yet reached their destinations globally across the
network. This way, Phase 2 will start locally on each switch
input port immediately after the port has finished Phase 1.
The mechanism that we propose for implementing this is
based on reconfiguration tokens.

Reconfiguration tokens serve as local synchronizers
between reconfiguration phases. Each source node injects a
reconfiguration token into the network after its last desig-
nated old packet has been injected. The token is associated
and propagates with the last old packet (or with no packet if
none needs to be injected). When an input port of any switch
receives and processes a token, it is designated as having
locally completed Phase 1 of the reconfiguration process.
Alternatively, if an input port is connected to a link or
neighboring switch that has been detected as being faulty, it
likewise is designated as having completed Phase 1 and
locally generates a token. Local synchronization occurs by
multicasting the token to all output ports to which the input port
could transmit packets according to the old routing function. This
notifies output ports that this channel is now completely
drained of all old packets. The input port is then allowed to
proceed locally to Phase 2, switching from the old routing
function to the new one simply by activating the new routing
function for the channel.

In transitioning from Phases 1 to 2 globally throughout
the network, each output port in each switch also
synchronizes locally, transmitting a token to the next
neighboring switch immediately after all tokens have been
received and processed from all input ports from which the
output port can receive packets according to the old routing
function. This way, tokens propagate within switches and
between switches throughout the network in the order of
the channel dependency graph2 of the old routing function.
If this channel dependency graph is acyclic, each input port
of each switch will receive a token exactly once. Phase 2
completes globally once all reconfiguration tokens have
been processed at all input and output ports of all switches
and end nodes. This signifies that old packets no longer
exist in the network.

We now turn our attention to the transition between
Phases 2 and 3 locally and globally across the network. In
order to maintain Invariant 1 while overlapping the two
phases, all input ports of network switches encountered by
new packets must activate the new routing function first
before routing those packets.3 Thus, Phases 2 and 3 can be
overlapped by resuming the injection of packets into switch
input ports from source nodes and output ports of
neighboring switches only after those input ports have
activated the new routing function locally, even if the new
routing function is not yet activated at all switch input ports
globally across the network. This way, Phase 3 can start
locally on each switch input port immediately after the
switch input port has finished Phase 2. Again, our proposed

reconfiguration token mechanism can be used for imple-
menting this as well.

Each source node can resume injecting packets (i.e., new
packets) locally into the network (i.e., into the input ports of
attached switches) immediately after having transmitted a
reconfiguration token associated with the last designated
old packet, if any. Likewise, each switch output port can
resume transporting packets (i.e., new packets) to the input
port of its neighboring switch immediately after having
transmitted a reconfiguration token to that channel. Local
synchronization occurs by not allowing any new packets to be
forwarded from any input port to a target output port within
switches before a token has been transmitted from that output
port. Those new packets will remain buffered, as normal, at
the input ports. Output ports of switches are blocked from
accepting new packets, even from input ports that have
already processed their token, until the new routing
function is activated locally at the switch for all input ports
from which the output port was able to receive old packets.

The transition from Phases 2 to 3 globally throughout the
network occurs similarly to the transition from Phases 1 to 2:
The activation of the new routing function for each input port
in each switch synchronizes locally with the output port of the
neighboring switch or source node via the transmission of a
reconfiguration token. This occurs throughout the network in
the order of the channel dependency graph of the old routing
function until all input ports receive a token. This way,
channels will transmit, in channel dependency order, first
only old packets (if any), then a reconfiguration token, and,
finally, only new packets (if any). Similarly to Phase 2, Phase 3
completes globally once all reconfiguration tokens have been
processed at all input and output ports of all network
switches and end nodes.

One remaining issue is whether localizing the synchro-
nization between Phases 2 and 3 violates Invariant 2
globally across the network. As the following reasoning
shows, it does not. Any cyclic-wait dependencies will have
to contain both old and new packets; otherwise, either the
old or the new routing function would be prone to
deadlocking by themselves, which is assumed to not occur
(i.e., both are independently deadlock-free by design).
Hence, for there to be cyclic-wait dependencies containing
both old and new packets, there would have to be an old
packet waiting behind a new one and vice versa. This
would, in turn, mean that an old packet would have to enter
into a channel that has already accepted a new packet. But
then, this old packet would have arrived on the channel
after a reconfiguration token, which is contradictory to what
is described above to maintain Invariant 1. Thus, Invariant 2
is also maintained.

An illustration of how this works is given in Fig. 1, where
we have depicted a 2� 2 mesh network at various stages of
the reconfiguration process. At time T1, the routing
algorithm is first vertical and is then horizontal, giving
dependencies from vertical channels to horizontal channels,
as the arrows indicate. The reconfiguration process ends at
time Tn, where the routing is first horizontal and then is
vertical. It is clear that, if the dependencies at time T1 and
those at time Tn coexisted at any point in time, we would
have a cycle of dependencies and, thus, danger of deadlock.
At time T1, the old routing function is intact. Assume now
that reconfiguration starts and that switch 1 receives the
reconfiguration token on its vertical link. This means that it
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2. The term channel dependency graph is defined in Section 3.2. If the
channel dependency graph contains cycles (i.e., due to an adaptive routing
function), a preprocessing stage could be used to remove some adaptive
routing choices, resulting in a restricted (but still connected) routing
function with an acyclic channel dependency graph through which tokens
propagate. Previous results on deadlock-free routing imply this is always
possible for any deadlock-free adaptive routing function [22], [23], [37].

3. The domain of the routing function is defined on input channels and
not on switches, as described in Section 3.
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can no longer receive old packets on this link. Since no new

packet will make a vertical-to-horizontal turn, the depen-

dency between the links connected to switch 1 disappears at

time T2. Now, switch 1 can start sending new packets on its

horizontal link; thus, switch 2 may receive packets that need

to do a horizontal-to-vertical turn. This gives rise to a new

dependency between the links of switch 2 at time T3. The

important observation is that the introduction of the new

dependency around switch 2 can only happen after the

dependency around switch 1 has been removed. This way,

our reconfiguration method, in a very simple way,

guarantees that old dependencies are removed and new

ones are introduced in a controlled order, without ever

having a cycle of coexisting dependencies.
Finally, the protocol described in this paper assumes that

one network reconfiguration occurs at a time. Although this

is a relatively natural and practical assumption, it can easily

be relaxed without significantly changing the base protocol.

The main requirement is that the sequence of routing

functions active on each input channel must be the same for

all input channels on all switches, which means that there is

a global sequence of routing functions that all components

agree upon. Thus, the base protocol can be extended in an

obvious way: No packet that is routed according to a

routing function will have to wait behind a packet that is

routed according to a routing function that occurs later in

the sequence. Tokens must also carry information on which

reconfiguration they belong to, i.e., between which pair of

routing functions a token demarks in the transition.
We wrap up this informal description with some

additional remarks on the motivation for overlapping the

phases of traditional static reconfiguration. We stated

previously that there are two generic reasons for optimizing

operations this way: either to shorten the time from the start

to the end of the operation or to keep components from

lingering in nonoptimal states. In the case of network

reconfiguration, reconfiguration time is less important than

network components lingering in nonoptimal states due to

packets being prevented from being injected and routed in

the network. The overall execution time of applications

running on the system is impacted more by the latter than

the former [1], [27]. Thus, the main benefit of the OSR

protocol is its dramatic reduction in the period of time in

which the network is prevented from injecting and

forwarding packets as compared to traditional non-OSR

schemes. The simulation results presented in Section 4

quantitatively confirm this to be the case.

3 DETAILED PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION AND PROOF

OF DEADLOCK FREEDOM

A detailed description of our proposed Overlapping Static
Reconfiguration protocol and a comprehensive formal
proof of its deadlock-free properties are presented in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

3.1 Overlapping Static Reconfiguration

The following definitions and notation are used in describ-
ing the proposed network reconfiguration protocol.

Definition 1. An interconnection network or, simply, a
network, I, is represented by a strongly connected directed
graph, I ¼ GðN;CÞ. The vertices of I are the set of switches
and end nodes N , whereas the edges of I are the set of
communication channels (possibly virtual), C. Channels are
unidirectional: Channel ci interconnects the two nodes srcðciÞ
and dstðciÞ 2 N , i.e., the source and destination of the
channel, respectively. A link is comprised of a set of channels
c1; c2; . . . ; cn such that, for all i and j, either srcðciÞ ¼ srcðcjÞ
a n d dstðciÞ ¼ dstðcjÞ o r srcðciÞ ¼ dstðcjÞ a n d
dstðciÞ ¼ srcðcjÞ. This means that a bidirectional link will
consist of at least one channel in each direction. All channels in
C are assumed to be part of exactly one link.

In each network, a subset of the nodes are end nodes,
which generate and consume network traffic (packets); all
other nodes in the network are switches, which connect to
other switches or end nodes. End nodes have one or more
ingress and egress links to/from network switches and the
channels of these links are called injection and ejection
channels, respectively, depending on whether they inject
packets into the network or eject packets out of it. Links
connect a switch to other switches and end nodes through
switch input ports and output ports.

Definition 2. Assume a network, I ¼ GðN;CÞ. A routing
function R : C �N�!PðCÞ, where PðCÞ is the power set of
C, takes a channel c and a destination node d as parameters
and returns a set of next-hop channels that can be chosen from
channel c for packets whose destination is d. A routing
function R is deterministic if, for all ðc; dÞ combinations,
Rðc; dÞ is singleton; otherwise, it is adaptive.

This definition of a routing function allows a node to
select different output channels, depending on into which
input channel a packet arrives. In the following description,
the old routing function that is active before network
reconfiguration is referred to as Rold and the new routing
function to which the network is to be reconfigured is
referred to as Rnew. The term old channel is used to signify a
channel that has not yet processed a reconfiguration token
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and, for this reason, still uses Rold. Similarly, new channels
are those that have processed the token and, hence, have
started to use Rnew.

The proposed OSR protocol is described in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 illustrates the dynamics of the proposed protocol. The
state of a switch at three different points in time during
reconfiguration is shown. Each part (Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c)
shows a switch with four input ports and four output ports,
where each port serves one channel. The ports are depicted
with a smaller standing rectangle within the switch and
input and output ports are shown separately for clarity.
Lightly shaded input ports are those that have received a
token but the associated packet has not yet reached the head
of the queue, whereas darkly shaded ones are those that

have processed the token. Likewise, darkly shaded output
ports are those that have transmitted a token. The output
port number to which an input port is allowed to transmit
packets for all possible destinations according to the
currently active routing function is shown to the right of
each input port. For ports that have processed a token, this
will be the new routing function. For ports that have not yet
processed a token, this will be the old routing function. The
arrows from input to output ports indicate to where packets
might be forwarded at this stage of the reconfiguration
process. Input ports that have already processed the token
and activated the new routing function are allowed to
forward packets only to output ports that have already
transmitted a token. Conversely, input ports that have not
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yet processed a token may forward packets only to output
ports that have not yet transmitted a token.

In Fig. 3a, a token has been processed on input ports 1
and 3 and tokens have been transmitted through output
ports 1 and 4. Even if input port 1 is ready to forward
packets to output port 2 and input port 3 is ready to
forward packets to output port 3 according to the new
routing function, they are not allowed to do so as those
output ports have not yet transmitted tokens themselves
and can still receive more old packets from other input
ports. Fig. 3b illustrates a token having arrived on input
port 2 for the last old packet but that packet not yet arriving
at the head of the queue. Fig. 3c illustrates what must have
happened in the switch as a consequence of routing the last
old packet and processing the token at input port 2. Output
port 3 has transmitted a token as all input ports that were
able to forward old packets to it have already processed a
token. Input port 3 is no longer disabled from forwarding
packets to output port 3 now that output port 3 has
transmitted a token. However, input port 1 remains

disabled from forwarding packets to output port 2 as that
output port may still receive old packets from input port 4.
Finally, input port 2 has activated the new routing function
for its packets. This is illustrated in the figure by the change
in output ports supplied by the routing function shown to
the right of the input port.

3.2 Proof of Deadlock Freedom of OSR

The formal proof of correctness of the OSR is based on
theory developed in [32], which, unlike previous theories
(e.g., [20], [22], [23], [37]), encompasses the deadlock
freedom of networks that undergo reconfiguration. That
theory is based on describing network states as sets of CND-
tuples,4 where each tuple describes the occupancy of a
network channel and possible dependency to some other
channel for a packet destined for a particular end node [32].
For routing function R, Rðc; dÞ is the set of channels that a
packet header residing in channel c can take for a
destination given by d. With this, CND-tuple hc; c0; di
signifies that channel c is occupied by part of a packet
destined for end node d, whose header was routed to
channel c0. A CND-tuple hc; c0; di is legal for R only if
c0 2 Rðc; dÞ. Alternatively, CND-tuple hc; c; di signifies that
channel c is occupied by part of a packet destined for end
node d whose header has not yet been forwarded further to
another channel.

According to [32], the runtime state during reconfigura-
tion is represented as a CND-relation, which is a set of CND-
tuples. The set of all possible runtime states at a given stage
of a reconfiguration process is represented by a superset of
CND-tuples. That set is legal if it is the union of all of the
CND-relations that represent all legal runtime states at a
given point in the reconfiguration process. If � is a set of
legal CND-tuples that represents a set of legal runtime
states, any one of these given runtime states is represented
by a CND-relation formed from a consistent subset of �.

Before developing the deadlock freedom proof for OSR,
we give some additional definitions and the main results
from [32], upon which the proof is based. To support
readability of the proof, we have simplified the theorem
into a less powerful one. The original theorem supports
adaptive routing functions with cyclic dependency graphs,
where deadlock freedom is ensured by the existence of a set
of cycle-free escape resources. Since our reconfiguration
protocol requires cycle-free channel dependency graphs, we
do not need to distinguish the escape resources from the
rest of the resources. Our reformulations of the theorem and
associated corollary from [32] are thus based on the
assumption that all channels are escape channels. The
interested reader is referred to [32] for further explanation.

Definition 3. For a network I and routing function R, there
exists a dependency from channel c to c0 if and only if c0 ¼
Rðc; dÞ for some destination d. That is, packets destined for d
may use c0 immediately after c.

Definition 4. For any prevailing routing function R and set of
CND-tuples �, there is a channel dependency from
channels c to c00 if there exists a channel c0 and a destination
d such that c0 ¼ HeaderðcÞ in some consistent subset � of �
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the dynamics of the OSR protocol over time within
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4. Several CND-tuples are needed to represent a blocked wormhole
packet that spans multiple channels, whereas a single tuple is needed to
represent a blocked virtual cut-through packet, given that channels are able
to store entire packets.
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and c00 2 Rðc0; dÞ, where HeaderðcÞ refers to the channel
containing the header of the packet that occupies channel c. Let
DEP ðR;�Þ be the set of channel dependencies corresponding
to routing function R and a set of legal CND-tuples �. That
is, DEP ðR;�Þ ¼ f< c; c00 > j there exists a channel c0 and
destination d for which c0 ¼ HeaderðcÞ for some consistent
subset � of � and c00 2 Rðc0; dÞg.

Definition 5. The channel dependency graph of a network I
with respect to a routing function R is a directed graph, where
the channels of I constitute the vertices, and the dependencies
constitute the arcs.

In developing the proof, we use the following notation to
simplify our description of network state at any point
during reconfiguration. The set of legal CND-tuples for
routing function Rold is given by �old, i.e., �old is the union
of all of the sets of CND-tuples that describe legal runtime
states of the network according to Rold. Likewise, the set of
legal CND-tuples for routing function Rnew is given by �new.
A CND-relation that represents a deadlocked packet
configuration is called a deadlock CND-relation.

The following theorem and corollary are developed and
proven in [32].

Theorem 1. For any legal set of CND-tuples � and prevailing
routing function R, any consistent CND-relation � � � is not
a deadlock CND-relation under R if DEP ðR;�Þ is acyclic.

Corollary 1.1. For any stage of reconfiguration process RP with
a corresponding prevailing routing function R and a set of
legal CND-tuples �, there is no deadlocked runtime state at
that stage of reconfiguration if DEP ðR;�Þ is acyclic.

With the above understanding given by the theory in [32],
we are now able to develop our deadlock freedom proof for
OSR. We start by stating a working assumption and then
proceed by presenting two simple lemmas on the dynamics of
our proposed reconfiguration protocol. Based on those two
lemmas, we develop two other lemmas that describe dead-
lock-free properties for the sequence of states that the
proposed reconfiguration process undergoes. The last of
these lemmas, i.e., Lemma 4, together with Corollary 1.1
proves deadlock freedom of the OSR protocol.

Assumption 1. Both Rold and Rnew independently are assumed
to have acyclic channel dependency graphs by design. That is,
DEP ðRold;�oldÞ and DEP ðRnew;�newÞ are free of cycles.

Lemma 1. OSR ensures that all packets are routed either solely
according to Rold or solely according to Rnew. That is,
Invariant 1 is maintained.

Proof. We prove by contradiction. Consider a packet that
experiences routing according to both routing functions.
On its path from the source to the destination, there will
be two consecutive switches, S1 and S2, where this
packet is routed according to the two routing functions.
There are two possible cases:

Case 1: The packet is first routed according to Rold in S1

and then routed according to Rnew in S2. This packet must
arrive at switch S2 on an input channel that has already
processed a token. In S1, it was routed according to Rold,
so it arrived there on an input channel before a token was
processed on that channel. Therefore, if S2 received a
token before the packet, S1 must have sent a token from

the output channel going to S2 before S1 had processed a
token on one of the input channels from which this
output channel could receive traffic according to Rold.
According to the procedure for output channels in the
reconfiguration protocol, this cannot happen.

Case 2: The packet is first routed according to Rnew in S1

and then routed according to Rold in S2. This packet must
arrive at S2 on an input channel that has not yet
processed a token. In S1, it was routed according to
Rnew, so it arrived there after a token was processed.
Therefore, S1 must have forwarded packets from an
input channel that had processed a token to an output
channel that had not yet transmitted a token. According
to the procedure for output channels in the reconfigura-
tion protocol, this cannot happen. tu

Lemma 2. The order in which packets and tokens are processed by
channels for the OSR protocol is the following: first only old
packets (if any), then a reconfiguration token, and, finally, only
new packets (if any).

Proof. Again, we prove by contradiction. Assume a channel
in a network reconfigured according to the proposed
protocol for which Lemma 2 does not hold. This would
require either a new packet to traverse the channel before
a reconfiguration token is processed or an old packet to
traverse the channel after a token is processed. This
results in the new packet being routed according to Rold

or the old packet being routed according to Rnew at the
next switch. Both cases contradict Lemma 1. tu

Lemma 3. Let �T be the set of legal CND-tuples at some point in
time T in the OSR protocol and let RT be the prevailing
routing function at that time. Then, all dependencies in
DEP ðRT ;�T Þ that start from an old channel are also in
DEP ðRold;�oldÞ and all dependencies in DEP ðRT ;�T Þ that
start from a new channel are also in DEP ðRnew;�newÞ.

Proof. We prove by induction. First consider the channel
dependencies caused by packets routed according to the
old routing function. Assume any channel dependency
from c to c00 in DEP ðRT ;�T Þ, where c is an old channel.
This would require a CND-tuple hc0; c0; di 2 �T such that
c0 ¼ HeaderðcÞ and RT ðd; c0Þ ¼ c00. Since c is an old
channel, we know that the packet with header in c0

was routed according to Rold when it was in c; thus, it is
an old packet. According to Lemma 1, we know that it
must be routed according to Rold all the way up to
channel c0 and also at channel c0. Thus, the prevailing
routing function for channel c0 is Rold. But, this means
that c00 2 RT ðc0; dÞ ¼ Roldðc0; dÞ; thus, the dependency
from c to c00 must be in DEP ðRold;�oldÞ as well.

The proof for channel dependencies caused by packets
routed according to the new routing function is similar.
Assume any dependency from c to c00 in DEP ðRT ;�T Þ,
where c is a new channel. This would require a CND-tuple
hc0; c0; di 2 �T such that c0 ¼ HeaderðcÞ and RT ðd; c0Þ ¼ c00.
Since c is a new channel, we know that the packet with
header in c0 was routed according toRnew when it was in c;
thus, it is a new packet. According to Lemma 1, we know
that it must be routed according to Rnew all the way up to
and including channel c0; thus, the prevailing routing
function for channel c0 is Rnew. But, this means that
c00 2 RT ðc0; dÞ ¼ Rnewðc0; dÞ; thus, the dependency from c to
c00 must be in DEP ðRnew;�newÞ as well. tu
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A simple observation from Lemma 3 is that any
dependencies in DEP ðRT ;�T Þ are in DEP ðRold;�oldÞ, in
DEP ðRnew;�newÞ, or in both.

Lemma 4. DEP ðRT ;�T Þ is acyclic at any point in time T ,
where RT is the prevailing routing function at that time for a
network undergoing OSR.

Proof. We again prove by contradiction. Assume that
DEP ðRT ;�T Þ contains a cycle. We begin by trivially
showing that there are no cycles of channel dependencies
containing only new channels or only old channels.
According to Lemma 3, all channel dependencies starting
in new channels are part ofDEP ðRnew;�newÞ. Thus, such a
cycle would imply a cycle of dependencies also in
DEP ðRnew;�newÞ, which contradicts Assumption 1. With
the exact same reasoning, there cannot be a cycle of
channel dependencies using old channels only as
DEP ðRold;�oldÞ also is cycle free according to Assump-
tion 1. Therefore, any cycle in DEP ðRT ;�T Þmust contain
both old channels and new channels and, in particular, a
dependency from an old channel to a new channel. This
would require a CND-tuple hc; c0; di 2 �T such that c is an
old channel and RT ðd; c0Þ is a new channel.

Since c is an old channel, we know that the packet
with header in c0 was routed according to Rold when it
was in c. According to Lemma 1, we know that it must
also be routed according to Rold in channel c0; thus, the
prevailing routing function for channel c0 is Rold. Since
RT ðd; c0Þ ¼ Roldðd; c0Þ, we know that channel RT ðd; c0Þ will
receive an old packet; thus, it cannot yet have received a
token according to Lemma 2. Therefore, it must be an old
channel, which leads to a contradiction. tu

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed reconfiguration
protocol. First, we describe the methodology, traffic
patterns, and topologies that are used in the evaluation.
Then, we describe the metrics used and the implementation
details of the various alternative schemes used to compare
against the proposed protocol. Finally, we present the
results and analysis.

4.1 Evaluation Methodology

In conducting the evaluation, we developed a detailed
simulator that allows us to model the network at the cycle-
accurate level. The simulator has been used and validated
in different recent works [38], [39]. The simulator models
network end nodes, switches, and links.

Network end nodes are attached to switches through
regular links and generate packets at a given rate, whether or
not the traffic is accepted by the network. It is reasonable to
think that, in such situations, the generation of packets slows
down as there are dependencies among packet sources in
applications. In order to model this behavior, the end nodes
are modeled as having finite queues, each having a depth of
64 packets. If a queue overflows, packets are simply dropped
at the source, which is measured in the evaluation.

Links are assumed to be bit serial, with a data rate of
2.5 gigabits per second (Gbps). We model an 8 bytes/10 bytes
encoding [40]; thus, a new byte is transmitted every 4 ns.
The physical medium of the link is modeled as 15 m copper
cables, with a propagation delay of 5 ns/m. Switches are
modeled as having virtual channels and a nonmultiplexed

crossbar, thus allowing parallel forwarding of packets from
different virtual channels from the same input port (i.e., an
input speedup of 2). Input and output buffering is assumed
and, in our plotted experiments, they both have a depth of
1 Kbyte. This size has been chosen based on the knowledge
of buffer sizes for some existing InfiniBand components. We
have, however, also conducted experiments with 512 byte
buffers and the impact on the results from halving the
buffer size was negligible. Packets (both data and control)
have a maximum size of 58 bytes, divided into 32 bytes of
payload and 20 bytes of header. Flow control is implemen-
ted with special control packets of only six bytes. Flow
control and other control packets (mentioned in the
following) are taken into account in the simulations. Data
packets are routed at each switch by accessing a routing
table. Control packets are routed using source (directed)
routing, e.g., as in [11], [40]. Routing tables contain the
output port to be used at the switch for each possible
destination for packets at given input ports. The routing
delay at each switch is assumed to be 100 ns. This time
includes the lookup table, crossbar allocation, and connec-
tion setup through the switch.

All reconfiguration schemes assume the use of two data
virtual channels and one control virtual channel multi-
plexed onto the physical links. The data virtual channels are
used by data packets, whereas the control virtual channel is
used only by control packets for monitoring, notifying, and
issuing commands. The reason for this is that many
schemes, including the OSR protocol, require notifications
and routing table updates through a separate channel. Also,
one scheme used in the comparisons (i.e., the DS) requires
the use of two virtual channels. Credit-based flow control
and virtual cut-through switching are used to regulate the
virtual channels: A packet is transmitted over the link only
if there is enough buffer space to store the entire packet at
the receiving end of a scheduled virtual channel.

4.1.1 Reconfiguration Schemes Used in the

Comparisons

We evaluate the OSR protocol and the traditional non-OSR
process. In order to see how close our improvements to SR
bring us to achieving the performance efficiency of
previously proposed dynamic reconfiguration schemes,
we include comparisons against one of the best known
dynamic reconfiguration processes—the Double Scheme
(DS) [31]. In all cases, there exists a network manager (NM)
located on an arbitrary end node that monitors the network
for changes and orchestrates the reconfiguration. This is
achieved by sending control packets to all switches through
the control virtual channel. Upon the receipt of a “config-
uration” control packet, each switch informs the NM about
any changes in its attached links in order to discover the
new network topology, as in [31].

We model two different implementations of OSR which
differ in the order of events triggered once a topology
change is detected and the new routing tables are
calculated. In OSR Packet Drop Aware (OSR-PDA), tables
are sent in parallel with a “reconfiguration” control packet
that is broadcast by the NM to all end nodes and switches,
signaling nodes to generate reconfiguration tokens. In OSR
Latency Aware (OSR-LA), the NM first distributes and
stores the new routing tables into a secondary location in
the end nodes and switches before it broadcasts the
reconfiguration control packet. The former minimizes the
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time that Rold is in use, thus minimizing the number of
packets that could be dropped due to routing across failed
links/switches, but at the expense of possibly longer
average packet latency. The latter potentially reduces the
average packet latency but at the expense of possibly longer
reconfiguration time. This trade-off in the way OSR is
implemented is explored further in the following.

In DS, once a topology change is detected, the NM
computes the new routing tables and, afterward, it
distributes them to all end nodes and switches. At the
same time, it sends a “virtual channel drain” control packet
to all switches and end nodes, instructing them to drain one
of the two data virtual channels (i.e., VC-1). Packets residing
in that data virtual channel are transported through the
other data virtual channel at each switch. Drainage thus
occurs in parallel across all of the network switches. Once
the designated data virtual channel is empty network-
wide,5 the NM is notified. The NM then signals the end
nodes and switches (via control packets) to start using both
data virtual channels with the new routing function. The
drained virtual channel is used as the escape path for any
old packets in the other data virtual channel. Reconfigura-
tion completes once all end nodes and switches are able to
use both data virtual channels again.

In SR, once the topology change is detected, the NM
broadcasts a “network drain” control packet to all end
nodes, instructing them to halt packet injection. At the same
time, the NM starts computing the new routing tables. Once
the tables are computed and distributed to all nodes and
after the network is completely drained of all data packets,6

the NM sends control packets, instructing the end nodes to
resume packet injection. Reconfiguration completes once all
nodes can inject packets again.

Fig. 4a summarizes the events that distinguish each of
the reconfiguration schemes used in this evaluation. As can
be noticed, the change detection and routing table compu-
tation must be performed for all of the schemes. The latter
operation has been shown to dominate reconfiguration
time, depending on the routing algorithm used and the
topology [1], [41]. Its impact on network performance and
the number of dropped packets is the same, regardless of
the reconfiguration scheme, as the old routing function
remains in place for all schemes until a change is detected
and the new routing function is computed. As this paper
focuses on the reconfiguration process, detection/notifica-
tion is accounted for in the simulations, but the routing
table’s computation time is assumed to be zero, which
would be the case if tables were precomputed before the
reconfiguration event (i.e., for user-directed or planned
reconfiguration). Fig. 4b shows the behavior modeled for
each of the simulated reconfiguration schemes.

4.1.2 Traffic Patterns, Baseline Network Topology, and

Routing Algorithm

For each simulation run, we assume a constant packet
generation rate for all end nodes. To control the effect of
start-up instabilities, we ran an experiment with maximum
traffic injection on a 10� 10 torus network and measured
the development in throughput over time. The results are
plotted in Fig. 5 and they show that the network stabilizes
well before 10,000 packets have been sent. In order to
ensure that start-up instabilities do not affect our evaluation
results, reconfiguration is not invoked until 80,000 packets
have been transmitted.

Three different synthetic traffic patterns are modeled:
uniform, bit reversal, and hot spot. For uniform traffic, each
source sends packets to all destinations with equal prob-
ability. For bit reversal, each source sends traffic only to one
end node computed by reversing all bits of the source ID.
For hot spot, 10 percent of the sources selected randomly
inject traffic to the same destination, also selected randomly,
and the rest of the end nodes inject traffic to all other
destinations with equal probability.
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Fig. 4. Reconfiguration schemes evaluated and events that distinguish them.

5. A distributed protocol is used for detecting that the designated data
virtual channel is empty network-wide [31]. Every switch sends a
notification to the NM once the buffers assigned to the data virtual channel
are empty and there are no data packets injected through the output links
sent by the switch.

6. In our simulations, it takes 26.4 �s, on average, for the baseline
network to drain itself completely of data packets under near-saturation
network loads.
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The reconfiguration schemes are evaluated on an 8� 8
torus baseline network. Two end nodes are attached to each
switch; thus, 128 end nodes exist in the system. The schemes
are evaluated on how well they handle link failure. Before a
random link failure occurs, the up*/down* [26] routing
algorithm—which is deadlock-free by design—is used as the
old routing function, with the root at node (0, 0). After the
link failure, the up�=down� algorithm is recomputed, but,
this time, with the root node set at node (3, 3) for the new
routing function.

4.1.3 Performance Metrics

One of the metrics used to measure the performance of the
reconfiguration scheme is average packet latency as it varies
over time. Packet latency is the time that a packet
experiences from the point at which it is generated by its
source until the point at which it is delivered to its
destination. Traditionally, the average packet latency is
plotted in relation to when packets are delivered, as
illustrated in Fig. 6a, as opposed to when packets are
generated, as illustrated in Fig. 6b. The plot in Fig. 6a
indicates that packets that arrived at time x exhibit an
average latency of y cycles. The weakness of this approach

is that the effect of reconfiguration on packet latency can be
averaged out. Latency measured immediately after reconfi-
guration starts will be heavily influenced by packets that
have completed most of their journey through the network
that has not yet undergone reconfiguration. Likewise,
immediately after reconfiguration, the results will be partly
influenced by packets that have not experienced any
reconfiguration effects and partly by packets that have
been delayed due to reconfiguration.

In this paper, we provide a different more accurate view
of packet latency. As shown in Fig. 6b, we plot the average
packet latency in relation to the time at which packets are
generated. With this, packets generated at time x are shown
to exhibit an average latency of y. By plotting the results this
way, the impact of reconfiguration on packet latency will be
more clearly exposed and latency comparisons can be made
between the schemes both during and after network
reconfiguration. In the following latency plots, the average
packet latency is broken down into the following compo-
nents: queue latency (QL), network latency (NL), and
maximum token latency (MTL). All of these components
sum to equal the total latency experienced by packets on
average. QL is the time that packets spend at the source end
node waiting to be injected. NL is the time that packets
spend within the network. MTL is the maximum time that
packets are blocked at the head of a queue waiting for its
supplied switch output port to transmit a reconfiguration
token. This time is relevant only for OSR.

The other metrics used in the evaluation are fairly
straightforward. The total reconfiguration time for the
schemes is measured, which is the time elapsed from the
detection of the topological change to the end of the
reconfiguration process. Network throughput is also mea-
sured, which is the average number of bytes per unit of time
which are delivered by switches plotted for each virtual
channel (two data and one control). Likewise, network
injection bandwidth is measured for each virtual channel,
which is the average number of bytes per unit of time which
is injected at network sources. Finally, the number of
dropped packets due to reconfiguration is also measured
for each scheme.
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Fig. 5. Stabilization of the network as a function of time. Throughput is

measured as a function of all of the messages received until a given

point.

Fig. 6. Average packet latency plotted in relation to (a) when packets are delivered (i.e., delivery time) versus (b) when packets are generated (i.e.,

generation time).
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4.2 Results and Analysis

The OSR protocol is evaluated and compared against the
other reconfiguration schemes across various network load
rates and traffic patterns. Fig. 7 shows the performance
obtained in an 8� 8 torus network under uniform traffic
when no reconfiguration process is triggered. The figure
indicates the three network load rates that are used in the
simulations and their intensities relative to the network
saturation point. In what follows, the three ranges of load
rates are referred to as LOW, MEDIUM, and HIGH,
respectively.

Fig. 8 shows the average packet latency plotted against
the generation time for the different reconfiguration
schemes for uniform traffic under LOW, MEDIUM, and
HIGH traffic load rates. For all of the schemes, the start and
end times for reconfiguration are indicated with vertical
lines. For OSR-LA, an extra vertical line is added which
indicates when the routing tables have been uploaded and
the reconfiguration tokens are being injected. The first
observation is that the reconfiguration times for OSR (both
OSR-LA and OSR-PDA) and DS are 30 percent to 50 percent
less than SR. The reason for this is that, in both schemes, old
and new packets can be transported simultaneously in the
network, whereas, in SR, the network must be completely
drained before any new packets can be injected. On
average, OSR-PDA and OSR-LA reduce the SR time by
approximately 47.5 percent and 33.5 percent, respectively,
under LOW, MEDIUM, and HIGH network loads. The
reconfiguration times for OSR-PDA and DS are practically
the same. The slightly increased reconfiguration times of
OSR-LA, relative to OSR-PDA, are due to the serialization
of table distribution and token distribution. Table 1 sum-
marizes the reconfiguration times and percentages of
improvement for each under the simulated network loads.

Another important result based on the figures is that
OSR completely removes the need to queue packets at the
end nodes during reconfiguration, as done by SR. Indeed,
the average QL for OSR is zero for all simulated network
loads. This means that, with respect to QL, OSR performs as
well as the DS dynamic reconfiguration. In contrast, SR
experiences very high queuing latency as the injection of
traffic is completely halted. In Fig. 8, we can observe that SR
packets generated at the start of the reconfiguration period
experience QLs of up to 70 �s.

With regard to latency within the network, we observe
that the average packet latency of OSR-OPA due to the
reconfiguration process is significantly higher than that of

OSR-LA. Indeed, OSR-LA experiences a very small packet
latency increase during network reconfiguration, i.e., only
in the short period of time in which there are tokens in the
network. The reason for this difference is that, in OSR-PDA,
packets spend a lot of time waiting for the new routing table
to arrive at switches. In the plots, this is captured as an
increased MTL, even though the average token latency is
close to zero, since very few packets wait for a token.
Almost independent of the network load, there are some
packets in OSR-PDA that are blocked for a significant
amount of time (40 �s). These packets block the packets
coming from behind, thus introducing contention. This
effect rapidly spreads and, thus, packets in the network
experience higher latencies.

Fig. 8 also shows that SR has an increased NL relative to
all other schemes.7 The average packet latency is nearly two
orders of magnitude higher than OSR-LA and is factors
higher than OSR-PDA. This situation persists for a
prolonged period of time, even after reconfiguration has
completed. Latency is increased because, when traffic is
resumed, all of the end nodes inject their queued packets at
the maximum injection rate. This forces the network to
experience temporary congestion.

Let us consider injected traffic, as shown in Fig. 9,
covering the entire reconfiguration period for HIGH traffic.
For LOW and MEDIUM traffic, similar results were
obtained. For OSR-PDA, when the failure is detected, the
traffic in both data virtual channels is increased, as shown
by a traffic spike. This is due to the injection of the tokens
from each end node at roughly the same time. After that,
traffic injection is not blocked in any data virtual channel.
With regard to the control virtual channels, the plots show
that they are busy sending new routing tables to every
switch. For OSR-LA, similar behavior is observed; however,
the traffic spike experienced through data virtual channels
due to token injection occurs at the end of the reconfigura-
tion period since OSR-LA first distributes the routing tables
and then generates the tokens. For the DS, there is a spike in
injected traffic in the control virtual channel. This is due to
control packets sent through the virtual channel in order to
start the drainage process for one of the data virtual
channels (VC-1). Indeed, after this traffic spike, the data
virtual channel is no longer used until reconfiguration
completes. The other data virtual channel, however,
doubles its traffic injection since it now has to cope with
all the injected data traffic. The control virtual channel is
used throughout the reconfiguration period for distributing
routing tables and sending other notifications. Finally, for
SR, we observed that the injection of data packets is halted
during almost the entire network reconfiguration period. At
the end of reconfiguration, there is a data packet injection
spike due to most packets being queued at injection end
nodes, as noted earlier.

Let us now consider delivered traffic, shown in Fig. 10.
Again, only results for HIGH traffic are shown as LOW and
MEDIUM traffic give similar results. For OSR-PDA, the
delivered data traffic reaches zero during almost the entire
reconfiguration period. The network is quickly drained of
old packets as they reach their destination or a failed link,
but new packets remain blocked in the network for a while,
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7. Although, in SR, traffic is stopped during reconfiguration, the plots
show traffic within the start and end of reconfiguration lines. This is
because latency is plotted at generation time and not at delivery time.

Fig. 7. Average packet latency versus data throughput for up*/down*

routing on 8 � 8 torus.
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waiting for the routing tables to be distributed. At the end
of reconfiguration, there is a spike of delivered traffic
corresponding to the data temporally queued within the
network. However, for OSR-LA, delivered traffic keeps
constant during almost the entire reconfiguration process.
At the end of reconfiguration, delivered data traffic is
reduced during a small interval over which old packets are
drained and tokens are propagated through the network.

For SR, the delivered traffic reaches zero during almost

the entire reconfiguration period and, at the end, a spike of

delivered traffic is observed, correlated with the spike

exhibited for injection. For the DS, the delivered traffic for

one data virtual channel drops to zero, whereas the other

data virtual channel doubles its delivered rate. This

observation for the DS is interesting for the reason that
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Fig. 8. Average packet latency at various generation times for uniform traffic, where various components of latency are broken down as follows: QL,
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TABLE 1
Reconfiguration Times and Percentages of Improvement for the Different Reconfiguration Schemes

and Network Loads under Uniform Traffic

Fig. 9. Injected traffic per virtual channel for uniform traffic under a HIGH network load rate.

Fig. 10. Delivered traffic per virtual channel for uniform traffic under a HIGH network load rate.
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virtual channels are provided in many technologies to

support different service classes. It is clear that the only

reconfiguration scheme that sustains throughput over all

virtual channels during reconfiguration (thus not harming

any of the service classes) is OSR-LA. In this respect, it

actually outperforms the best known dynamic reconfigura-

tion technique, namely, the DS.
We now turn our attention to packets dropped due to the

reconfiguration scheme. Table 2 shows the number of

dropped packets by each reconfiguration scheme. The table

distinguishes between dropped packets through the failed

link and dropped packets at end nodes due to filling of the

source queue. As shown, OSR-PDA causes the fewest

number of dropped packets, i.e., zero. The reconfiguration

control packet that is broadcast by the NM to start the

reconfiguration process is sent over the control virtual

channel that has a higher priority than the data virtual

channels to allow it to arrive at all destinations quickly. The

end nodes can therefore send the reconfiguration token

before too many packets get queued. Packets that get

queued after the reconfiguration token is generated will use

the new routing function, thus avoiding the failed link.
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TABLE 2
Dropped Traffic for the Different Schemes and Network Loads under Uniform Traffic

Fig. 11. Average packet latency at the generation time under hot-spot traffic (Q.L.: Queue Latency, N.L. : Network Latency, MTL: Maximum Token

Latency).
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OSR-LA, on the other hand, waits until routing tables are
distributed before generating reconfiguration tokens, caus-
ing more packets to be dropped due to routing across the
failed link according to the old routing function.

The DS scheme similarly loses packets during the
process of distributing the routing tables and also during
the period over which switches connected to the failed link
wait to receive the control packet that indicates that the new
routing tables can be used. The amount of dropped packets
for SR is higher than for OSR-PDA. For SR, the instruction
to stop traffic injection is sent serially to all end nodes. This
is an implementation detail. It is possible to broadcast the
command to stop traffic injection in SR in order to achieve a
packet loss similar to OSR-PDA. This, however, would
come at the cost of a concomitant increase in packet
dropping at the source end nodes. By comparing OSR-LA
and DS, we see that DS causes fewer dropped packets, but
the difference is not overwhelming. Note that the effects of
packet drops during the change detection and routing table
computation are not simulated. As discussed previously,
this time dominates the total reconfiguration time; thus, this
time will also dominate the number of packets dropped due
to the failing link. It could be argued, therefore, that the
difference in dropped packets between OSR-LA and DS is
not necessarily significant.

The results presented thus far are derived from simula-
tions driven by uniform traffic patterns. The reconfiguration
schemes are also evaluated using hot-spot and bit-reversal
traffic patterns. In what follows, only a selection of the
results is presented in which OSR-LA performs differently,
relative to what is observed for uniform traffic. For hot-spot
traffic, Fig. 11 shows packet latency for a HIGH network
load rate. Here, the base latency is around 5 �s as compared
to 1.5 �s for uniform traffic. It is observed that SR enters
saturation when launching the reconfiguration, as indicated
by the average NL increasing significantly. The most

interesting observation, however, is that OSR-LA experi-
ences significant token latency for a short period of time
due to the presence of token dependencies. Because of the
hot spot, old packets are drained more slowly, which affects
token propagation. Table 3 summarizes the reconfiguration
times for hot-spot traffic. As can be observed, for HIGH
traffic rates, OSR-LA experiences a higher reconfiguration
time (78 �s) as compared to uniform traffic, which is due to
the slower drainage of old packets and the induced higher
token latency.

The number of dropped packets for hot-spot traffic is
shown in Table 4. The number of dropped packets depends
on the required time for reconfiguration; thus, results are
mainly similar to the ones obtained for uniform traffic. The
number of packets dropped at the source end nodes is only
approximately 10 percent of what we see for uniform traffic.
This is because only 10 percent of the sources send packets
to the congested destination and thus experience packet
loss. Finally, in Figs. 12 and 13, we show the evolution of
latency after the reconfiguration processes have completed.
A clear observation is that OSR-PDA and SR need a long
relaxation time before the normal latency is reached.
However, DS and OSR-LA require very little recovery time.
This is due to the nonblocking nature of these schemes.
However, for SR and OSR-PDA, queued packets must be
delivered after reconfiguration and, as reconfiguration-
induced latency increases, the number of queued packets
(at end nodes or at switches) by the end of the reconfigura-
tion process also increases.

5 CONCLUSION

Although several techniques for dynamic network reconfi-
guration have been proposed recently, none, to our knowl-
edge, has found its way into commercial use. Static network
reconfiguration is the dominating approach used, despite
its apparent shortcomings. Improving the efficiency of SR is
of practical importance, thus motivating this research.

This paper describes how the various phases of SR can be
overlapped in order to increase parallelism. Packets routed
according to the new routing function can be injected and
routed in a network that undergoes reconfiguration
simultaneously to packets routed and delivered to end
nodes according to the old routing function. The proposed
OSR protocol benefits from reduced reconfiguration time,
packet latency, network downtime, and packet dropping
close to dynamic reconfiguration techniques (better for
OSR-PDA but worse for OSR-LA), without requiring
additional data virtual channels, while, at the same time,
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TABLE 3
Comparison of Reconfiguration Times for the

Different Schemes under Hot-Spot Traffic

TABLE 4
Dropped Traffic for the Different Schemes under Various Loads and Hot-Spot Traffic
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maintaining the generality and simplicity offered by
traditional SR. It also guarantees in-order delivery of
packets during network reconfiguration in the event that
the old and new routing functions are deterministic. A
detailed formal proof is developed which shows that the
OSR protocol is, indeed, deadlock-free.

In the evaluation of the proposed protocol, simulation
measurements and experiments were carefully designed to
allow fair comparison to other competing techniques.
Simulations were carried out, assuming finite buffers at
network injection points, and packets dropped due to buffer

overflow were measured in addition to packets dropped
due to encountering link failure. To better capture the
temporal effects of the reconfiguration processes, packet
latency is plotted in relation to when packets are generated
rather than when packets are delivered. Results show that
the OSR-LA provides significant improvement over tradi-
tional SR and performs similarly to the DS dynamic
reconfiguration technique. Given that the DS used in the
comparisons does not guarantee in-order delivery (even for
deterministic routing functions) and requires two sets of
data virtual channels, even more benefits become apparent.
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Fig. 12. Average packet latency at generation time under uniform traffic and MEDIUM network load.

Fig. 13. Average packet latency at generation time for uniform traffic pattern and HIGH network load.
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With regard to future work on network reconfiguration,
we believe that the most important challenges lie in its
application areas. In Section 4 of this paper, we focused on
topology changes induced by faults, but other important
application areas are adaptations to varying traffic loads
and planned component replacement. A particularly inter-
esting example of an emerging application area comes from
the NoCs. We will, in the relatively near future, see
processors with tens or even hundreds of cores on them
and, most likely, with an on-chip interconnection network
connecting the cores [42]. This will most likely mean that
future programs running on these chips will be parallel [43]
and that the hardware must accommodate several inde-
pendent parallel processes. The separation of coexisting
processes on the same hardware has been done by time-
sharing, scheduling, and context switches on single-core
CPUs and with virtualization of addresses on memory.
Mechanisms for ensuring that different processes use
separate resources in the network must therefore be
developed and fast network reconfiguration will be an
important ingredient in such a set of mechanisms.
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